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In the 18th century the idea of the landscape garden, which had 
originated in England, spread all over Europe. The geometry of the
Baroque park was abandoned in favour of a »natural« design. At the
same time the garden became the »land of illusion«: Chinese pago-
das, Egyptian tombs and Turkish mosques, along with Gothic stables
and Greek and Roman temples, formed a miniature world in which
distance mingled with the past.

The keen interest in a fairy-tale China, which was manifested not
only in the gardens but also in the chinoiseries of the Rococo, abat-
ed in the nineteenth century. The increasing expansion of the Euro-
pean colonial powers was reflected in new exotic fashions. While in
England it was primarily the conquest of the Indian subcontinent
that captured the imagination, for France the occupation of Algiers
triggered an Orient-inspired fashion that spread from Paris to en-
compass the entire Continent, and found its expression in paintings,
novels, operas and buildings. This »Orient«, which could hardly be
clearly defined geographically, was characterized by Islamic culture:
It extended around the Mediterranean Sea from Constantinople to
Granada. There, it was the Alhambra that fascinated travelling writ-
ers and architects. 

The Islamic styles seemed especially appropriate for »buildings 
of a secular and cheerful character«. In contrast to ancient Egyptian
building forms, which, being severe and monumental, were prefer-
ably used for cemetery buildings, prisons or libraries, they promised
earthly sensuous pleasures. The promise of happiness associated
with an Orient staged by architectural means was intended to guar-
antee the commercial success of coffeehouses and music halls,
amusement parks and steam baths.

But even extravagant summer residences and middle-class villas
were often built in faux-Oriental styles: In the English seaside resort
of Brighton, the Prince Regent George (George IV after 1820) built
himself an Indian palace; in Bad Cannstatt near Stuttgart, a »moor-
ish« refuge was erected for Württemberg's King Wilhelm I; and the
French industrial town of Tourcoing was the site of the Palais du
Congo, a bombastic villa in the Indian Moghul style that belonged
to a wealthy perfume and soap manufacturer.

For us, the significance of many of the buildings described in 
this book lies less in their aesthetic qualities than in the longings 
and fantasies they expressed, which are alive even today. 

Stefan Koppelkamm studied at the Gesamthochschule in Kas-
sel, and after a longer stay in the USA he now lives in Berlin and
teaches communication design at the Kunsthochschule Berlin-
Weißensee. Since the publication of his book Gewächshäuser und
Wintergärten im 19. Jahrhundert (Stuttgart, 1981), he has repeated-
ly engaged with historic and current aspects of architecture.

»Pour que ce nom [›orient‹] produise à l’esprit
de quelqu’un son plein et entier effet, il faut, 
sur toute chose, n’avoir jamais été dans la con-
trée mal déterminée qu’il désigne.

Il me faut la connaître par l’image, le récit, la
lecture, et quelques objets, que de la sorte la
moins érudite, la plus inexacte, et même la plus
confuse. C’est ainsi que l’on se compose une
bonne matière de songe. Il y faut un mélange
d’espace et de temps, de pseudo-vrai et de
faux certain, d’infimes détails et de vues gros-
sièrement vastes.

C’est là l’orient de l’esprit.«
Paul Valéry
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For the word »Orient« to produce its full impact on 
your mind it is important, above all, that you have 
never been in the inadequately identified region the 
word refers to.

From pictures, reports, readings and a few objects you 
should have only the most inexact, the least scholarly 
and even the most confused knowledge of it. That is 
how you create the stuff that dreams are made of.

For that you need a mixture of space and time, of pseudo- 
truths and false certainty, of infinitesimal details and 
grossly broad generalizations.

That is the Orient of the mind.

Paul Valéry

In the eighteenth century all over Europe the geometry of 
the Baroque park was abandoned in favour of the »natural« 
design of the English landscape garden. Many of these  
gardens were »lands of illusion« : Chinese pagodas and 
Turkish mosques, along with Gothic stables and Roman 
temples, formed a miniature world in which geographical 
distance was intermingled with the historic past.

In the nineteenth century the increasing expansion of the 
European colonial powers was reflected in new exotic  
fashions. While in England it was the conquest of the Indian 
subcontinent that captured the imagination, for France the 
occupation of Algiers triggered an Orient-inspired fashion 
that spread from Paris over the entire Continent and found 
its expression in paintings, novels, operas and buildings.

The adoption of Eastern forms and motifs was intended 
to evoke the image of a fairy-tale, sensual »Orient« which 
existed only in the imagination of the Europeans.

A vague appropriation of Eastern architectural models 
shifted to a more and more erudite reception of Islamic 
styles: A growing number of illustrated books about the 
architecture of the Islamic world provided Europeans with 
inspirations for their building projects in the »Moorish« or 
»Arabian« style.

But in spite of an increasing differentiation between the  
cultures of the East, a popular notion of the »Orient« with-
out any geographical specificity lived on, defined by differ-
ent cultural perspectives and political interests.

This imaginary Orient extended around the Mediterranean 
Sea from Constantinople to Granada where the Alhambra 
fascinated generations of artists and architects. 

The Islamic styles seemed appropriate for »buildings of a 
secular and cheerful character«  . The promise of happiness 
associated with the Oriental iconography guaranteed the 
commercial success of coffeehouses and music halls, amuse-
ment parks and steam baths. Even extravagant summer 
residences and middle-class villas were built in faux-Orien-
tal styles: In Brighton, the Prince Regent George built him-
self an Indian palace  ; near Stuttgart, Germany, a »Moorish« 
castle was erected for Württemberg’s King Wilhelm ; and 
the French town of Tourcoing saw the Palais du Congo, a 
villa in the Indian style that belonged to a wealthy perfume 
and soap manufacturer.

After the mid-nineteenth century, the world expositions 
became a most influential mediator in Europe’s encounter 
with the world. In 1867, visitors of the Paris exhibition were 
overwhelmed by an exotic microcosm, which in spite of its 
illusionist perfection could hardly give them an adequate 
idea of the cultures it claimed to represent. The dominant 
theme of such presentations, which primarily served to 
promote the colonial ideology of Europe’s cultural suprem-
acy, was the world tour anyone could go on without leaving 
Paris.

Today the buildings described in this book exert an ambiva-
lent fascination : in most cases less for their aesthetic quali-
ties than for what they represent as images of the European 
view of the »Orient« , of European fantasies and desires, and 
of the European claim to explore and to dominate the East-
ern cultures.
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The attraction of the foreign culture The attraction of the foreign culture10 11

Ganges, in the house of Warren Hastings in London; a colossal dragon tree in an old 
tower of the botanical garden near Berlin.«  2

The travellers who were driven by longing alone were disappointed, however. In 1843 
the French writer Gérard de Nerval (1805–55) wrote to his friend Théophile Gautier 
from Constantinople: »I have already lost kingdom after kingdom, province after prov-
ince, the loveliest half of the universe, and soon I will no longer know where my dreams 
can still find a refuge.«  3 
What Nerval and many other writers and painters were looking for no longer existed 
or had never existed. It existed only in their imagination: »For the word ›Orient‹ to pro-
duce its full impact on your mind it is important, above all, that you have never been in 
the inadequately identified region the word refers to. From pictures, reports, readings 
and a few objects you should have only the most inexact, the least scholarly and even the 
most confused knowledge of it. That is how you create the stuff that dreams are made of. 
For that you need a mixture of space and time, of pseudo-truths and false certainty, of 
infinitesimal details and grossly broad generalizations. That is the Orient of the mind.«  4

The »Orient« of which Europe had been dreaming since the conquest of Algiers (1830) 
was undergoing far-reaching changes in the nineteenth century. Cities like Cairo and 
Constantinople were modernized based on a European model, splitting into an old 
Islamic and a new Western district inhabited by foreigners and members of the upper 
class.
This was another reason many travellers were disappointed: Their civilization had 
always arrived before them. Théophile Gautier took a train from Alexandria to Cairo 
and stayed at Shepheard’s Hotel. Sentimental travellers like Nerval or Pierre Loti pur-
chased Oriental clothing and rented houses in the traditional residential districts. But 
even then they remained strangers in the other culture. Their Orient, like that which 
the painters painted in the studios upon their return, was a fiction that left out the pres-
ent. It showed the idyll of unalterably continuing traditions into which Europe had not 
yet irrupted with its armies, parties of tourists and railroad trains.
Thus it could happen that in isolated cases the Orient that Europeans staged at home 
was already a re-imported Europe: The Turkish Salon that King Ludwig II of Bavaria 
furnished on Schachen was modelled on the hall of a palace on the Golden Horn that 
was clearly influenced by the Occidental Rococo style. As early as the eighteenth cen-
tury, people in the Ottoman Empire had begun to follow Western cultural and political 
models.

Ludwig Persius, Steam-Engine House in Potsdam, 
1841–43.

Disconcertment
After the train, en route to West Berlin (this journey took place in the early 1980s), had 
passed through the station that a sign identified as »Potsdam West«  , I caught a momen-
tary glimpse of a strange scene: At the end of a bay of the Havel River, at the very edge 
of the water, stood a building that looked strangely out of place surrounded as it was by 
modern blocks of flats and late-nineteenth-century tenements. In passing I was able to 
recognize a small cupola, a minaret-type tower and a conspicuously striped façade. This 
conglomeration of a building evoked in me vague ideas of a region which, while I was 
hardly able to localize it, immediately made me think of the name »Orient«  . I was at a 
loss as to the significance of the fleeting image.
However, it dropped into place like the new piece of a larger puzzle I had been carrying 
around in my head for a long time. This picture was composed of the palm trees and 
pyramids on cigar boxes, Ceram’s book Gods, Graves and Scholars in my parents’ book-
case, an old postcard showing a group of Arabs with their camel in the desert, another 
one with a view of the Elephant Gate at the Berlin Zoo, and memories of my travels with 
Doctor Dolittle.
The view from the train window awakened in me not so much the longing for »far-away 
lands« than the yearning for a naïve and poetic form of appropriating the world charac-
teristic of a long-gone era.
It seems paradoxical : Although blank spots on the map of the world where the Garden 
of Eden might still be presumed to exist are a thing of the distant past, millions of people 
from the rich industrialized countries set out every year to fulfil their longing for exotic 
paradises. You would think their dreams had faded away: It’s been a long time since the 
Europeans destroyed the »paradises« with which the tourism industry lures travellers.

Passion for discovery and disillusionment 
People journeyed to New Worlds out of a thirst for adventure and lust for gold, out of 
longing for Utopia or Paradise. Later the journeys became part of a middle-class educa-
tion programme and a means of gaining romantic self-awareness. From the very begin-
ning the journey to foreign lands was also a flight from the civilization of Europe, which 
even in the early days seemed to fill many with »disgust and abhorrence«  .1 At the same 
time the story of the journeys was the story of a progressive disillusionment.
In the preface to his illustrated report on An embassy from the East-India Company of 
the United Provinces, to the Grand Tartar Cham, emperor of China …, first published in 
Amsterdam in 1665 and later translated into English, French, and German, the dutch trav-
eler Johan Nieuhof (1618–72) still spoke of the »strange desire and longing  / to explore 
the glory and treasures of foreign lands«  . China was still »concealed from the world in 
great darkness « . The author saw a natural urge in the »strange desire and longing« :  
»For it seems to have been implanted in mortals by nature  / that they constantly 
explore  / and want to see with their own eyes things  / that either  / because of their 
remoteness  / are obtained at the cost of great effort and difficulty  / or are by nature, out 
of envy as it were  / kept secret at a far distant place on Earth  / and not permitted to be 
viewed by the eager explorer.« 1

When Alexander von Humboldt (1769–1859) was born, foreign countries were no 
longer concealed in »great darkness« : Humboldt’s worldview, from childhood on, was 
composed of images supplied by those who were travellers before him: »Childlike joy in 
the form of countries and enclosed seas as shown on maps, a desire to see the southern 
constellations, … depictions of palm trees and Lebanese cedars in an illustrated Bible 
can plant the earliest urge to travel to distant countries in one’s soul. Were I permitted 
to invoke my own memories, to ask myself what it was that provided the first impetus 
for an ineradicable longing for the tropics, I would have to mention: Georg Forster’s 
descriptions of the South Sea islands; paintings by Hodges showing the banks of the 
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The »jardin anglo-chinois« – the term assumed that the English for their part merely 
imitated the Chinese – was not only the amusement park of the aristocracy, but also the 
simplified model of an educational world built out of materials that were available and 
of current interest. Underlying the attempt to represent the world in the model was the 
wish for an encyclopaedic overall view and comparability. On a larger scale and with a 
vastly increased amount of knowledge, the world exhibitions of the nineteenth century 
continued the encyclopaedic tradition.
Buildings that were, or at least claimed to be, exotic had existed even in the gardens of 
the Baroque era. Probably the earliest building whose name referenced a foreign cul-
ture was the »Persian House« in the park of Schloß Gottorf near Schleswig (1651–54), 
which had been designed by the court scholar Adam Olearius. Like numerous objects 
of the ducal art collection, the building, about whose appearance little is known, was a 
memento of an ambassadorial journey to Persia led by Olearius.

The fashion for all things Chinese
The »Persian House« remained an exception, however. It was another culture that was 
to fascinate Europe until the early nineteenth century. Since the beginning of the seven-
teenth century merchant ships of the East India Company had been bringing vast quan-
tities of porcelain, lacquerwork and wallpaper from China. The Far Eastern curios were 
not only displayed in art collections and porcelain cabinets, but also had a profound 
influence on the decorative arts of Europe. Early attempts to imitate Far Eastern models 
as closely to the original as possible were followed by an ever freer treatment of Chinese 
motifs. European artisans designed porcelains, wallpaper, furniture and entire rooms 
in the »Chinese taste«  . In the chinoiseries of the Rococo, China was portrayed as a fairy-
tale fantasy land in which all people lived in prosperity and happiness. Its droll inhabit-
ants, like the people at the European royal courts, seemed to have only one worry: how 
to pass their time in the most pleasant way possible.
For a long time architects had lacked suitable models to enable them to construct build-
ings in the Chinese style. The first travel report to contain depictions of Chinese archi-
tecture was the book of Johan Nieuhof, which was disseminated in numerous editions 
and translations. Nieuhof ’s Embassy continued to be a standard work for a long time, 
referred to by many later authors: Olfert Dapper, Melchisédec Thévenot, and Christoph 
Wagner in his volume about The mighty empire of Sina.7 Beside the imperial palace in 
Peking, it was especially the so-called Porcelain Pagoda in Nanking whose picture was  
borrowed from Nieuhof by many illustrators.
The pagoda, built in the ancient Chinese capital in the early fifteenth century, was, 
according to Nieuhof ’s description, clad entirely in faïence tiles and painted red, green 
and yellow. From the projecting roofs of the individual storeys hung bells that produced 
a »lovely sound«  .8 An allusion to this famous building was the Trianon de Porcelaine 
that Louis XIV had built in Versailles by Louis le Vau around 1670. However, the refer-
ence to the Chinese model was limited to the material: The Baroque mansard roofs of 
the Trianon were tiled with coloured glazed faïence and the cornices were decorated 
with vases.9 Apparently the disconcertment which people still experienced vis-à-vis 
Chinese buildings stood in the way of further appropriation. It was only gradually that 
Chinese architecture became more familiar. The multi-storey pagodas and the houses 
with curved roofs became popular motifs on cups, plates and wallpaper. In the Entwurff 
Einer Historischen Architectur (A Plan of Civil and Historical Architecture) that the Vien-
nese architect Bernhard Fischer von Erlach published in 1721 we again encounter the 
buildings that had already been depicted by Nieuhof. Fischer’s book was the first world 
history of architecture. It began with reconstructions of the Seven Wonders of the 
World, portrayed the buildings of ancient Rome in the second book and then discussed 
the buildings »of the Arabs and Turks; as well as the new Persian, Siamese, Sinese and 

Gate of Honour in Canton. Title page of: Johann 
Christoph Wagner, Das mächtige Kayserreich Sina, 
1688. 

Jan Nieuhof, »Porcelain Pagoda« in Nanking.

An imaginative appropriation of the world
In order to appropriate the world, Europeans had two possibilities: authentic experi-
ence and imagination. You could travel like Pierre Loti or stay at home like Ludwig II. 
The writer spent quite a long time in Turkey and in Japan, and longed to find total ful-
filment in a new identity. The Bavarian king never left Europe and created an artificial 
exotic world for himself in which there was nothing to remind him of present-day real-
ities. But even the self-made experience of the world always had an admixture of imag-
ination. No one who left Europe could have left behind his knowledge, his judgements 
and learned perspectives. Most people were not aware of this.  However, this form of 
perception could also be made into a consciously applied principle: In his Essay on  
Picturesque Travel 5 (1792) William Gilpin developed a theory of travel that gave memory 
priority over the actual experience, and placed hindsight above the present moment.
The »picturesque« traveller went in search of images, not of new insights. He collected 
sensory impressions, only to fit them into a mental image composed according to the 
rules of landscape painting. Selective perception excluded all that was not worthy of 
depiction. In retrospect what had been seen could be corrected and reassembled accord-
ing to the rules of good taste. Gilpin’s essay was clearly related to the theory and prac-
tice of garden design: The landscape gardens laid out by English landowners beginning 
in the 1730s were less about the imitation of nature than about subtly improving it by 
means of art.
Not only nature, but culture, too, was the theme of the gardens. In them, ideas about the 
world and history were translated into three-dimensional images. Especially in France, 
where the nobility of the ancien régime adopted the English model, the garden became 
the »land of illusion«  .

Gardens of illusion
»If one can make a picturesque garden into a land of illusion, why not do so? One can be 
diverted only by illusions; … Nature varies depending on the climate; let us try to change 
the climate by means of deception, or at least make people forget where we are ; let us 
bring the changing stage sets of the opera into our gardens ; let us here show as reality 
what the most skilful painters offer as decoration there, all periods and all places.«  6

The garden became the experimental site of the architects: Chinese pagodas, Egyptian 
tombs and Turkish mosques, along with Gothic stables and Greek and Roman temples, 
formed a microcosm in which distance and past were intermingled.

Tartar tent in the garden of Monceau. Engraving from 
Louis Carmontelle, Jardin de Monceau, près de Paris, 
1779.

The Chinese House in the Désert de Retz. From: Georges 
Louis Le Rouge, Jardins anglo-chinois à la mode, 1785.

The garden as a museum of world architecture. 
Frontispiece to: Jean Charles Krafft, Plans des plus 
beaux jardins, 1809 / 10.
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The attraction of the foreign culture The attraction of the foreign culture14 15

The only actually Chinese characteristic was the curved roofs; otherwise only the paint-
ings and figures referred to the culture which their architects claimed as the model.
How little people were still interested in more authentic replicas of Chinese architec-
ture is shown by the specimen designs for garden pavilions, gates, balustrades and 
bridges that William and John Halfpenny disseminated in their little books.14 Their  
garden temples, often »partly in the Chinese taste«  , were small Rococo structures with 
rampant contours in which Gothic and Chinese elements intermingled. In the exotic 
fantasy world of the Halfpennys even an obelisk decorated with Chinese dragons had a 
right to exist.
The Rococo chinoiseries, however, soon became obsolete: In 1757 William Chambers 
(1723–96) published a book titled Designs of Chinese Buildings, Furniture, Dresses, Machines 

and Utensils.

William and John Halfpenny, »An Obelisk in the 
Chinese taste« .

Water Palace in Pillnitz. Elevation of the section 
facing the River Elbe. Plan by Matthäus Daniel 
Pöppelmann, 1721 /22.

Entenhaus (Duck House) in the park of Schloß 
Wilhelmsthal, ca. 1747 /48.

Japonese style of building«   . Fischer did not know the exotic buildings from having seen 
them personally. He had taken all of the illustrations from other books. The views of 
Hagia Sophia (cf. p. 27) and the Sultan Ahmed Mosque came from Grelot’s description 
of Constantinople,10 the picture of the royal palace of Isfahan from Jean Chardin’s report 
about his various trips to Persia.11

During the same period the first »Chinese« buildings were built in the European gar-
dens. While Joseph Effner decorated only the interior of the Pagodenburg in the park 
of Schloß Nymphenburg (1716–19) in the Chinese style, the »Indian« summer palaces 
built by Augustus the Strong in Pillnitz on the bank of the River Elbe exhibited »Chi-
nese« characteristics on the exterior as well: The Baroque mansard roofs were curved 
after the Chinese model, and the cavetti under the eaves were painted with motifs that 
were familiar from Chinese-style porcelains and wallpapers. The Rococo era used the 
epithet »Chinese« as a pretext for playfully breaking up the basic Baroque form. The 
same process could also be observed in such buildings as the Japanese Palace in Dresden  
(Zacharias Longuelune, Matthäus Daniel Pöppelmann, 1727–37), the Indian Lusthaus 
(Summer House) in Brühl (ca. 1744–53)12 and the Entenhaus (Duck House) in the park of 
Schloß Wilhelmsthal near Kassel (ca. 1747 /48).
In Lunéville, Stanislaw Leszczyński, King of Poland and Duke of Lorraine, had a Chinese 
pavilion built on a cloverleaf-shaped ground plan (Le Trèfle) circa 1738 and a Kiosque à 
la Turque (1738), by Emmanuel Héré (1705-63). However, the one building was no more 
Chinese than the other was Turkish: The »Turkish« house had the curved roof edges 
typical of Chinese buildings, while the »Chinese« house was disconcerting particularly 
because of its unusual ground plan and the roof with its undulating edges.
Le Trèfle had a successor in the park of Sanssouci: Héré published his designs for the 
Polish king in an illustrated book, and Stanislaw sent a copy to Frederick II, King of 
Prussia.13 The latter had Johann Gottfried Büring build the famous Chinese Teahouse 
based on the French model. Büring adopted the ground plan but also decorated the 
building with gilded palm tree columns, life-size groups of figures and a Chinese man 
with a parasol, whom he placed up on the roof. In all these buildings, we are struck by a 
remarkable confusion of terms: They were called »Chinese« , »Japanese«  , »Turkish« or 
»Indian«  , yet all meant the same country: China. 

William and John Halfpenny, Chinese Garden Temple.

Johann Gottfried Büring, Chinese Teahouse, 
Sanssouci, 1754–56.

The Indian House in Brühl. View from the east.  
Painting by Johann Franz Rousseau, ca. 1755–60.
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The attraction of the foreign culture The attraction of the foreign culture16 17

the first homage to Chinese architecture from the perspective of architectural history.  
It was Chambers’ intention to correct the Europeans’ distorted view of Chinese architec-
ture. At the same time he wanted to put a stop to the »extravagancies that daily appear 
under the name of Chinese«  .19 But Chambers did not want to compromise himself with 
his publication: In the preface he assured the readers that it was not his intention to 
»promote a taste so much inferior to the antique«  .20 At Kew he created the prototype 
of the »Anglo-Chinese« garden that was soon to have many imitators on the Continent. 
Along with numerous little classicistic temples, Kew had a Pagoda, the House of Confu-
cius, an Alhambra and a Mosque. The Pagoda was to have many successors: in Potsdam, 
Oranienbaum, Chanteloup, Montbéliard and Munich.21

Pattern books for garden lovers
The significance attached to all issues concerning garden design in the eighteenth cen-
tury is attested to by the large number of specialized publications: Until the beginning 
of the nineteenth century, numerous illustrated books and periodicals were published 
to provide the landowning aristocracy and middle-class amateur gardeners with sam-
ple designs and detailed descriptions of the best-known parks and gardens.
The Détails des nouveaux Jardins à la mode by Georges Le Rouge, which appeared from 
1770 to 1787, Johann Gottfried Grohmann’s Ideenmagazin and Jean Charles Krafft’s Plans 
des plus beaux Jardins ensured that certain models were disseminated throughout 
Europe.22

Grohmann offered the most fantastic mixture of all cultures and periods: The issues of 
his magazine depicted »Turkish tents« and »Moorish temples«  , along with »Chinese« 
pavilions, bridges and gondolas, »Tahitian« huts and summerhouses, »Egyptian« pyra-
mids, portals and garden seats as well as indoor furniture in the »Persian«  , »Egyptian« 
or in the »lavish Oriental taste«  .23 That his stylistic distinctions fell behind the knowl-
edge available at the time is shown, for instance, by the caption of the »Caravanserai in 
the Moorish style« : »This type of building is found very frequently in India.«  24

However, Grohmann and his readers were hardly interested in the actual appearance 
of Indian or Moorish buildings. His comment on »Interior décor in the Egyptian style« 
is revealing:25 The selection of an exotic architectural style made it possible to break 
with the rules of good taste, i.e., with the aesthetic norm based on the buildings of Greek 
and Roman antiquity. »Lack of taste« became acceptable as long as it was simply called 

Joseph Frey, Chinese tower in the Englischer Garten, 
Munich, 1791. 

Georg Christoph Hesekiel, Chinese Bell Tower in the 
park of Oranienbaum.

William Chambers15

Chambers had served in the Swedish East India Company and had been in India and 
China several times, where he was also engaged in architectural studies. His knowledge, 
however, remained limited to Canton, since Europeans were not permitted to travel in 
the country’s interior. After his return from China, he began his training as an archi-
tect at the school of Jacques-François Blondel in Paris, continuing his studies in Rome. 
In 1755 he settled in London. Thanks to his good connections to the royal family, this 
marked the beginning of an extremely successful career for him. As court architect and 
later as surveyor at the Office of Works he designed numerous public and private build-
ings. In the year in which his book about Chinese architecture appeared, he also began 
his work at Kew Gardens: Princess Augusta commissioned him to transform the royal 
estate into a landscape garden. In England the enthusiasm for Chinese garden struc-
tures had already passed its peak, but on the Continent Chambers’ book and his exotic 
buildings at Kew, which he documented in a lavishly illustrated volume (Plans, Eleva-
tions, Sections, and Perspective Views of the Gardens and Buildings at Kew in Surrey, 1763), 
were greeted enthusiastically. Frederick II asked Chambers for a design for a Chinese 
bridge, which was never implemented, however.16

Even though the buildings depicted in the Designs of Chinese Buildings are implausible in 
many details17 and Chambers even admitted in one case that his design was »taken from 
various buildings of that kind«  18 that he had seen in Canton, his book was nevertheless 

William Chambers, The »Wilderness« at Kew with 
the Alhambra, Pagoda and Mosque. Engraving from : 
Plans, Elevations, Sections, and Perspective Views of the 
Gardens and Buildings at  Kew in Surrey, 1763.

William Chambers, House of a Chinese Merchant and 
Chinese Interior. From : Designs of Chinese Buildings, 
1757. 

William Chambers, Sketch for a Chinese bridge in the 
Deer Park, Sanssouci, 1763.
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was not the only person to have expressed his criticism.  Friedrich 

Schiller, too, considered »a taste that jumbles together mosques and 

Greek temples higgledy-piggledy« to be »barbaric« ,3 and Wilhelm 

Heinse wrote in 1780: »The Turkish building that is being erected 

now seems quite silly to me; I see neither rhyme nor reason in it« .4

Hirschfeld and Schiller certainly did not want to question in prin-

ciple the raison d’être of architectonic motifs in garden design. Their 

criticism referred to the fact that the installation lacked plausibility 

and that cultures so far removed from each other in space and time 

were incompatible.

This artificial juxtaposition of motifs that referred to distant coun-

tries and bygone periods was the characteristic of »jardins anglo-chi-

nois« , which were just at their heyday in neighbouring France.  

A naive conception of history bunched everything together in an 

easily viewable framework, creating a scaled-down model of the 

world that could be experienced as people strolled through it. Only 

in exceptional cases were the exotic scenarios mementos of actual 

voyages. As a rule they were the reflection of an experience one had 

not had oneself. They mirrored the currently available knowledge of 

the world conveyed by travel accounts and reports of research. 

Perhaps it was this topicality that the critics of the mosque of Elector 

Charles Theodore (1724–99) missed. They may have felt that the 

motif and the way it had been implemented was no longer in keeping 

with the times, since they were interested in new ideas and subjects. 

While in the Schwetzingen installations one could still feel the spirit 

of Rococo and of the age of absolutism that was drawing to a close, 

farther north there were already rulers who were inspired by the 

concepts of a dawning bourgeois era. Some fifteen years younger 

than the palatinate elector, Leopold Franz von Dessau embodied 

the new generation. Franz had a Palladian country house built in 

Wörlitz in the English style. The many buildings in his garden realm 

reflected his progressive contemporaries’ interest in Italy, in clas-

sical antiquity and the Gothic era. One looks in vain for the chinoise-

ries and turqueries of the Rococo.

The palatine »Sun King« , on the other hand, had grown up in the 

spirit of a court culture influenced by France. During his reign, 

which spanned more than half a century, the last phase of the age 

of absolutism, which was expressed in the Rococo, was replaced by 

a new middle-class lifestyle and altered views of art. As an enlight-

ened ruler, Charles Theodore promoted the sciences, made a number 

of attempts at reform in administration and agriculture and, in 

response to a new and growing national consciousness that wanted 

to free itself from the cultural domination of France, founded the 

first German-language theatre, in Mannheim. 

The societal and cultural changes that took place during his lifetime 

may be inferred from his garden designs: They began with the castle 

park in Schwetzingen and ended with a public park in Munich, the 

Left page: 
Nicolas de Pigage, Mosque in the park of Schwetzingen 
Castle, ca. 1780 to 1795.

Sultan Ahmed Mosque, Istanbul. From: Johann 
Bernhard Fischer von Erlach, Entwurff Einer 
Historischen Architectur, 1721.

Englischer Garten, begun in 1789. In the Schwetzingen park, the 

radical change that occurred has remained visible to this day. 

At a time when the first landscape gardens in England had already 

been completed, Charles Theodore yet again had his gardener 

Johann Ludwig Petri and the architect Nicolas Pigage lay out a large 

geometrical garden with avenues that were straight as an arrow, 

trimmed hedges and a rectangular pool: »The first thing that was 

wrong with this garden was that the locality chosen did not have 

more natural variety … and the second thing was that it was laid out 

symmetrically, at a time when the English taste was already widely 

known. But the person who laid it out, Herr von Pigage, the Elector’s 

senior architect, a Frenchman, seems to have known nothing about 

that.« 5

It was not until 1772 that Charles Theodore recognized the signs of 

the times and called the young garden architect Friedrich Ludwig 

Sckell (1750–1823) to Schwetzingen. It was the latter who added on 

a few »natural« sections at the edges of the geometrical garden. The 

other side of the pool was transformed into a lake with an irregular 

shoreline and thus formed a transition to the new section. The 1770s 

seem to have been the first time it occurred to anyone to lay out an 

Oriental garden section: The first plan of a »Turkish Garden« , which 

was to be laid out west of the circular flowerbed, dates back to 1778.6 

In 1780 the Mosque was already under construction. Its rectangular 

courtyard is situated in an equally rectangular terrain framed on 

The mosque in the garden: 
Early Oriental fantasies

»Take a look at the scene called Mecca, for instance, which consists 

of a number of Turkish buildings connected by galleries or arcades. 

These are so narrow that only two persons can pass through them 

walking side by side; and the strangest thing of all is that this Mecca 

is located in the middle of a French section where, considering the 

nature of the square, one would expect anything but a series of 

Turkish buildings. From the mosque one looks directly toward 

an Egyptian section that is still being worked on and that, like the 

Turkish section, seems to have come out of the blue. It is a hill on 

which a new monument to King Sesostris is being erected. Now, no 

doubt the monument could have created the illusion of being nothing 

but a few ruins almost entirely worn down by time. Here, however, 

everything is new, complete and decorated; time has wrought no 

change. In the vaults of the hill, there are tombs and mummies, and 

the dead are said to be brought there by Charon. Lake Moeris is 

being excavated around the hill. – How was it possible to come up 

with such an idea? What interest, what effects can it have? Are they 

not playing games, both with invention and with money? And why 

is this installation, supposedly an imitation from distant antiquity – 

this Egyptian scene – placed so close to a Turkish one? It would have 

been better if a monument to Muhamed had been erected here.« 1

The »Turkish« installation that is supposed to have cost so 

much money – 120,000 guldens, in fact – is located in the park of 

Schwetzingen Castle, where the counts palatine had their summer 

residence.2 The polemical description is by Christian Cay Lorenz 

Hirschfeld, the author of a five-volume Theory of Garden Art and 

a definitive authority on all questions of garden design. Hirschfeld 
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Left page: 
Ludwig Zanth, Wilhelma, Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt, 
Moorish Villa, 1842–46. Main hall. 1932 photograph.  
 
Ludwig Zanth, Wilhelma, Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt, 
Moorish Villa, 1842–46. Main hall. From: Die 
Wilhelma, 1855. 
»As the largest room, this hall occupies the most 
important place of all, and this distinction also 
characterizes the exterior, where it not only soars 
higher than the others, but also dominates the entire 
building thanks to the dome that overarches it.«  
At the same time it is here that the main axes of the 
building intersect: From here one could look out not 
only at the open landscape, but also into the long rows 
of permanently green hothouses. 

number of publications about Islamic architecture already made it 

possible to make an exact distinction between the various Islamic 

cultural spheres, terms such as Oriental, Moorish or Saracen were 

still frequently confused. The builder of the Wilhelma was prob-

ably primarily interested in a vague »Oriental« effect. However, his 

architect produced this effect by predominantly Moorish means.

The term »Moorish« , which in the nineteenth century was 

frequently used for anything »Oriental« , in the strict sense applies 

only to the Islamic culture of Spain and North Africa, the so-called 

Maghreb. The Islamic influences Zanth and Hittorf had observed in 

Sicily, on the other hand, were dependent on the »Saracen« architec-

ture of Egypt and Syria.34

In 1837, Zanth came up with his first designs for the desired  »Pavillon 

de bains … accompagné de serres« .35 Yet construction did not begin 

until 1842. In the meantime Zanth had again revised and at the 

request of the king, who constantly reminded him that unnecessary 

expenses must be reduced, scaled back the project. However, because 

of the extensive decoration work to which German craftsmen were 

unaccustomed, the actual construction costs were virtually unfore-

seeable. One year later the structural shell of the »Moorish country 

house« was finished; the two greenhouse wings manufactured by 

the iron foundry in Wasseralfingen had also been erected. But until 

the ceremonial opening three more years were to pass, spent on the 

extravagant interior decorations. In the meantime work was begun 

on the construction of the Ballroom (1844–51), situated at the foot 

of the slope, on the central axis of the overall complex. All the later 

buildings were also placed in relation to the central axis: the Belve-

dere above the »Villa« , the cast-iron covered walks and kiosks, the 

Hall of Pictures and the »Damascene Hall« built after Zanth’s death, 

and the kitchen building with the »Oriental collection« . 

The heart of the entire complex was the residential building with the 

greenhouses. It was originally intended to be a bathhouse, but that 

function had been scaled down to a generous-sized bathroom. One 

entered the house on the side that faced the hill. From the foyer one 

entered a two-storey inner courtyard illuminated by a glass roof. In 

the middle was a splashing fountain ; from galleries on the narrow 

sides, doors led to the rooms in the mezzanine. Arranged around the 

courtyard on the ground floor, in addition to a few ancillary rooms, 

were the bathroom, a bedroom, the hall of pictures, a living room and 

study, a dining room and the main hall, overarched by a tall dome. 
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